
IQVIA RIM Smart Content Management
Empower your regulatory teams to collaboratively create and approve 
submission-ready documents at scale 

QUALITY

Improve document 
quality through 
collaboration 
among 
stakeholders.

ACCELERATE

Streamline your 
workflows to 
accelerate content 
review and 
approval.

REDUCE COSTS

Lower waste from 
errors in producing 
submission and 
label content.

EFFICIENT

View real-time 
progress with task 
completion and 
timeline risks of 
content.

COMPLIANT

Deliver peace of 
mind by adhering 
to industry 
standards and 
ensuring GXP 
compliance.

RIM Smart Content Management, an integral module in 

the IQVIA RIM Smart platform, delivers a versatile SaaS 

solution to assemble augmented content for publishing 

efficiently and compliantly throughout the regulatory 

submission process.

Why choose a modern, cloud-based 
content management solution?
Reliance on simple fileshare and SharePoint solutions 

limits collaboration on submission and labeling content. 

Manual document management, including reconciliation 

of renditions and relationships, is inefficient and may 

pose compliance risks. 

RIM Smart Content Management transforms submission content planning and production

The intuitive dashboard displays user activities including 
active documents, configurable workflows, tasks, and 

notifications in one central location.

Fact Sheet
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Content management that enhances submission publishing
RIM Smart Content Management provides tools that streamline how regulatory professionals plan and 
work together on the content submission process, which includes classifying documents, promoting reuse, 
supporting automation, and reducing submission timelines.

Improve content 
consistency with more 
than 340 pre-formatted, 
authoring templates

Create submission-ready 
PDF renditions and  
Where Used Reports to 
improve efficiency

Strive for greater document 
re-use across regions and  
for eCTD 4.0 enablement

Use regulatory and product 
data to simplify and automate 
submission publishing

Pull submission content 
planning upstream 
using structures to plan 
submission content

Auto classify documents 
during creation for easy 
alignment to a CTD structure

Support submission content and labeling in a unified platform 
RIM Smart Content Management maintains one global source of authoritative content across your regulatory 
portfolio and synchronizes complete product metadata – including regional market and study information. 

Labeling and Content  
Management

• Monitor label and artwork activity, workflows, 
tasks and states

• Recommend label documents and artwork 
impacted by changes

• Create and approve planned documents before 
developing actual content

• Manage stages and tasks alongside documents 
within the planner

• Manage translations and relationships to original 
source documents

• Notify submission coordinator when label content 
is approved

• Initiate change cycles upon rejection of the 
labeling assets

Submission Content Planning  
and Publishing

• Support RIM Smart Content Management in 
staging area

• Search and filter documents in system- and  
user-defined views

• Associate documents from RIM Smart Content 
Management with the submission

• View reports about documents, properties,  
and where used

• Support hyperlink and bookmark creation  
on documents

• Bind to specific version and rendition of a 
document source file

• Enable and manage migration of bound 
documents between versions
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Orchestrate submission content 
efficiently and compliantly

Control

• Manage regulatory documents across the lifecycle 
including timelines, relationships, permissions, and 
various renditions.

• Monitor organizational usage with metrics for 
document production, authors and reviewers, etc.

• Organize documents based on Product, Application, 
Composition, Study data, etc.

Compliance

• Regulatory-ready with FDA’s 21 CFR Part 11 
requirements governing electronic records, audit trails, 
and digital signatures.

• Manage documents in accordance with industry  
standard CTD and eCTD content structures.

• Minimize validation burden with a cloud-based solution. 

CONTACT US
2400 Ellis Road | Durham | NC 27703 | United States 

RegulatoryTechnology@iqvia.com
iqvia.com/contactus 

Our Vision
IQVIA’s vision is to empower your organization to focus its resources on what’s important: bringing valuable products 
to market and keeping them there.

Our vision is built on three core foundations:

Immersing users within an environment to provide complete awareness with actionable 
insights that are never more than one click away.

With its intuitive automation, simplification and integration, RIM Smart streamlines 
processes, improves data accuracy, and delivers exponential increases in productivity. 

Uncovering strategic, regulatory, and compliance updates in real time, actively monitoring 
and alerting users to changes or emerging trends.

IQVIA’s vision goes beyond just optimizing diverse quality, regulatory, and safety systems: it pioneers the 
transformation of compliance from a burden to a competitive advantage. 

CONNECTED 
INTELLIGENCE 

ROBOTIC 
AUTOMATION

REGULATORY 
INSIGHT


